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No Cable Technology: XTS functional extension opens up a new dimension in machine flexibility

Contactless energy and data transmission
to XTS movers

Since its market launch in 2012, the intelligent transport system XTS has revolutionized
product transport and machine concepts in a wide range of applications. As a result,
machines have become more flexible, compact and efficient. In order to once again push
the boundaries of what is possible in this field, Beckhoff has developed an innovative solution for contactless energy and data transmission with No Cable Technology (NCT). Now NCT
enables continuous power supply and synchronous real-time data communication to devices
attached to the moving XTS movers for the first time.
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With the new No Cable Technology (NCT), XTS movers
can become mobile handling or processing stations.

With NCT, XTS creates the basis for another quantum leap in machine flexi

process sequences directly on the mover itself – both while moving and at

bility and provides manufacturers with new opportunities to implement

a standstill.

highly flexible systems that address challenging market developments. This
is because an increasing number of variants, shorter product life cycles and

For the first time, NCT makes it possible to implement processing steps and

limited production space require extremely agile machines, which is made

quality control on the XTS mover itself while the process is running. Sufficient

possible by robust XTS mechatronics and software functionality that replace

power supply and fast communication with the TwinCAT control system make

complex mechanical components. In addition to the dynamic product trans-

the connection of sensors and actuators easy. Data communication with each

port that was possible before, NCT enables the implementation of additional

mover is real-time capable and, in conjunction with EtherCAT, synchronizes
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As mobile processing stations, the movers with NCT enable, for example, the
process-oriented alignment of products or workpiece holders as well as product
processing, rotation and manipulation.

system-wide events with µs precision so that a specific event can be triggered

motion sequence is synchronized with the positioning of the mover in real

at an exactly defined time and position. This creates new engineering options

time. Furthermore, the centralized software approach in TwinCAT allows simple

for the user, especially in the areas of product handling, machining and mea-

synchronization with external processing stations.

surement parallel to product transport, as well as when adapting production
machines for rapidly changing production batches. Examples of these solutions

In practice, a rotary movement can be used to align the product, for example.

are provided below.

This eliminates the time previously required for infeed and outfeed at alternative processing stations, and the product flow no longer needs to be stopped.

Mobile processing stations increase production throughput

Consequently, the machine efficiency and production output increase.

NCT transfers power to the mover in order to implement a wide range of
motion sequences directly on it, e.g., with the aid of actuators. This allows the

Highly flexible multi-robot system reduces footprint

mover to manipulate a product directly while in motion, for example to position

With NCT, every mover becomes a moving handling system. By adding tooling

a carton or to screw on a cap. In this way, it becomes an active part of the

such as electromotive grippers, electric lifting magnets or vacuum suction cups,

manufacturing process and in fact a mobile processing station. The CNC-based

a mover can pick up, deposit, transfer, align and stack products. Individual
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XTS movers can now serve as a moving handling

The connection of various sensors and actuators on the mover is particularly easy

system to pick up and place products.

via open interfaces with direct linking to the TwinCAT control system (distance control
with an ultrasonic sensor in this case).

pick-up from an unsorted and irregular product flow as well as subsequent

increases sorting performance while reducing the required installation space

sorting, e.g., into good and reject parts or orderly product placement in the

to a minimum.

final packaging, is also possible.
On-the-fly measurement technology increases
XTS achieves particularly high sorting performance through a circulating travel

efficiency and quality

movement, i.e., without movement against the product flow, as is necessary with

The supply voltage on the XTS mover with NCT can be used for heating or

robot arms. A large number of movers with integrated product pick-up function-

cooling to ensure the correct product temperature early on during transport.

ality can be used to increase throughput without requiring any additional space.

In addition to the generation of physical quantities, measurement tasks can be

Each mover can perform multi-axis movements which allows product alignment

carried out not only inline during the ongoing production, but also in process

in the X, Y, and Z directions, whereby one axis is already taken over by the travel

and in parallel to a processing station or during transport. For this purpose, the

movement of the movers. Additional degrees of freedom can be achieved by

mover is equipped with sensors for recording measured variables. The results

rotary movements. TwinCAT monitors the interaction of the axes via CNC

can be easily linked to the product, which supports complete traceability from

functions. This integration turns XTS into a flexible multi-robot system that

the incoming order through the production process to delivery.
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No Cable Technology
No Cable Technology (NCT) is a solution developed
by Beckhoff for contact-free transmission of energy
and data to a moving object. A peak output of 75 W
and 35 W rated output as well as fast communication
(250 µs cycle time) with the TwinCAT control system
enable seamless connection of sensors and actuators.
The data communication is real-time capable and can
synchronize system-wide events with µs accuracy
in connection with EtherCAT. An active travel path
composed of motor modules can be used to generate
an independent inductive coupling to one or more
moving objects from its power supply. The overall
system is highly energy-efficient as energy is only
transferred – in a controlled, position-dependent
manner – to those points in the system where it is
required. The transmitted energy profile can therefore
be adjusted as required along the route.

Measuring tasks can be performed in parallel with the processing station or on
the fly during transport; mounting sensors on the mover enables continuous process
monitoring.

A fully monitored and controlled dosing process can be carried out, for
example, with a load cell for recording the product weight. With the help of
transmitted process data, it is possible to compare the target and actual fill
volumes in real time. This 100% monitoring enables early detection of abnormalities and the rapid initiation of appropriate countermeasures. A filling
station with a suddenly reduced flow rate can be recognized immediately by
the fact that its filling curve is too flat; however, complete filling is still possible.
The affected filling station will just remain locked for the production process
until maintenance is next carried out to ensure product quality and production
performance throughout the process. This on-the-fly quality assurance eliminates the need for additional process steps, and the product can remain on the
mover throughout the entire production process, which significantly increases
machine efficiency.

Thomas Beckhoff, Product Manager XTS, Beckhoff Automation
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Products can be picked up dynamically from an unsorted and irregular product
inflow and then stored in an orderly fashion. A wide variety of movers turns XTS
into a highly flexible multi-robot system.

Open interfaces for diverse process solutions

Fully compatible expansion of the modular XTS system

No Cable Technology offers the user integrated data communication and access

The modular XTS system has been expanded for No Cable Technology to include

to the electronics of the mover. Production data or system configurations can

special motor modules and electronics that can be mounted on the mover. The

be stored directly in memory, ensuring unambiguous mover, tool and product

hardware required for NCT is fully integrated into the motor module, while the

identification. The mover also offers condition monitoring of the tools it carries.

existing functions and compact design are retained. No additional connections
or supply lines are required. Furthermore, all NCT components are fully compat-

Furthermore, the data communication of the mover provides an open inter-

ible with the previous system components, meaning they can also be combined

face that is directly linked to the TwinCAT control system. This enables the

with previous versions as required.

connection of standardized devices on the mover in motion. One example is
the possibility for cyclic data retrieval from an ultrasonic sensor via an RS485
communication interface, which can be used for distance control. All in all, a
broad product portfolio – including sensors and actuators – can be integrated
on the movers.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/nct

